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} Funnel stands /  
 Filtering stands

} Stand for Imhoff 
 sedimentation funnel

} Pipette stand

LaboPlast® 
Laboratory stands

} Easy and flexible  
 height adjustment 

} Comfortable and   
 smooth operation

With innovative 
magnet concept



  

 

Funnel stands

 } PP, chrome-plated steel
 } Continuously variable height adjustment with innovative magnet concept
 } Adjustable height up to 450 mm
 } For funnels Ø 40–180 mm
 } Additional funnel holders are available as accessories

Sturdy and stable funnel stand, resistant to chemicals, shatter-proof and with 
continuously variable height adjustment.

The funnel stand is suitable for all funnels from 40 to 180 mm in diameter. The 
funnel holders can be used with reducing inserts for small funnels.

The funnel stand also makes an excellent filtering stand.

Thanks to an innovative magnet concept no clamping screws are necessary. The 
height of the funnel holder can be adjusted easily and flexibly with one hand.

The laboratory stand can be flexibly adapted with corresponding accessories, 
for example with adjustment funnel holders or a holder for Imhoff funnel. The 
funnel stand can also be converted into a pipette stand.

Funnel stand for two funnels
Funnel stand with two funnel holders and two reducing inserts. 
Space-saving design with two practical storage areas.

Model Item no.

for two funnels 9622-0200 N4

      Accessories
Description Item no.

 Funnel holder with reducing insert, for funnels Ø 40-180 mm 9622-0001 N4
 Sedimentation funnel holder for Imhoff funnels from Ø 90 mm 7118-2001 N4

Funnel stand for four funnels
Funnel stand with four funnel holders and four reducing inserts. A very sturdy 
pedestal provides a storage area for four containers and ensures absolute safe-
ty against overturning.

Model Item no.

for four funnels 9622-0400 N4

      Accessories
Description Item no.

 Funnel holder with reducing insert, for funnels Ø 40-180 mm 9622-0001 N4
 Sedimentation funnel holder for Imhoff funnels from Ø 90 mm 7118-2001 N4
 Replacement set for pipette stand, two perforated plates/one drip pan 9630-0100 N4



 

Stand for Imhoff sedimentation funnel

 } Stand for Imhoff funnel
 } PP, chrome-plated steel 
 } Adjustable height up to 450 mm 
 } For funnels with Ø 90 mm or more  

The stand for sedimentation funnels is used to keep, hold or store Imhoff fun-
nels safely and reliably during sedimentation.

Two funnel holders ensure that Imhoff funnels will be held safely and securely 
and can be placed in an absolutely vertical position.

Stand with two holders for sedimentation funnels, suitable for funnels 90 mm 
or more in diameter. 

Thanks to an innovative magnet concept no clamping screws are necessary. The 
height of the funnel holder can be adjusted easily and flexibly with one hand. 

With the corresponding accessory the holders for Imhoff funnels can also be re-
placed by holders for all-purpose funnels.

Model Item no.

for two funnels 7118-2000 N4

      Accessories
Description Item no.

 Funnel holder with reducing insert, for funnels Ø 40-180 mm 9622-0001 N4
 Sedimentation funnel holder for Imhoff funnels from Ø 90 mm 7118-2001 N4



 

Pipette stand

 } PP, chrome-plated steel 
 } Adjustable height up to 450 mm 
 } 40 slots, up to Ø 18 mm  

Frame for pipettes with two rotating perforated plates and drip pan. The hol-
ders are suitable for up to 40 pipettes of different sizes, for all measuring and 
full pipettes up to a max. diameter of 18 mm.

A drip pan protects the tips of the pipettes and collects liquid as it drips off.

The pipette stand is suitable for drying and for space-saving storage of pipettes 
or thermometers, test tubes and similar items. A very sturdy pedestal ensures 
absolute safety against overturning. 

No clamping screws are necessary thanks to an innovative magnet concept. The 
height of the holding plates can be adjusted easily and flexibly with one hand.  

The lab frame can be flexibly adapted with corresponding accessories, for ex-
ample as a frame for Imhoff sedimentation funnels or as a funnel frame.

Model Item no.

for 40 pipettes 9630-0090 N4

      Accessories
Description Item no.

 Funnel holder with reducing insert, for funnels Ø 40-180 mm 9622-0001 N4
 Sedimentation funnel holder for Imhoff funnels from Ø 90 mm 7118-2001 N4
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